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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0238073A2] The display stand is constructed as a despatch and sales unit and has a foot constructed as a sleeve with a rectangular
contour, on the top side of which a container is provided for any non-portable goods. Provided on at least one of the end faces of the sleeve and
extending from its free edge are slots which extend in the axial direction of the sleeve which is open at both ends. A U-shaped part is provided
which has slots fitting into its side walls so that the U-shaped part can be plugged onto the upright sleeve from the top side. A collection tray with a
rectangular contour and a peripheral edge is provided, into which tray at least one of the U-shaped parts can be inserted from above. At least two
tray-shaped receptacles are inserted adjacently into the U-shaped part. Said receptacles leave the inserted goods free at the front and at the side
walls of the receptacles at least in their upper part. The sleeve surrounds a container unit consisting of the collection tray, the receptacles and the U-
shaped part or parts. <IMAGE>
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